
VILLAGE OF BRADFORD, OH 

Application Overview
The Village of Bradford, OH was experiencing random failures of their Flygt 6”
discharge pumps. The pumps would go down due to mechanical seal failure with
no prior notice. Bradford’s primary operator, Jay Roberts, was frustrated since
replacing the proprietary seals averaged nearly $3,000 per pump and took weeks
to repair, causing severe strain to their maintenance budget.

Roberts needed to  nd a pump that would provide warning of impending seal 
problems and be faster and less expensive to repair, while maintaining excellent 
clog resistance. Crane Pumps & Systems o ered a Barnes 4SHMD pump for this lift 
station.

CP&S provided a 4”x6” slide rail adapter designed to  t the Flygt 6” base elbow. They 
also supplied a “MiniCAS Adapter Relay” and external relays for use in the existing 
control panel to connect moisture and temperature alarms to Bradford’s SCADA 
system.

Installation
The 4SHMD pump has been installed since June, 2010. The Village of Bradford has 
not had any mechanical seal failures or clogging issues. Jay Roberts is very happy 
with his Barnes SH pump and plans to replace his other Flygt pump soon.

Key Takeaways
Pain Points
Pumps were failing due to mechanical seal leaks, causing the pumps to shut down 
without notice. Additionally, service by the Manufacturer’s technician was not 
prompt enough to satisfy the Village, and they believed the cost of repair parts 
were exorbitant.

Solution
Crane Pumps & Systems developed a solution by providing an SHMD pump with 
a 25 HP motor, a slide rail adapter that  ts the Flygt base elbow assembly and a 
MiniCAS Replacement Relay. This device not only a ords connection to the existing 
control panel but also provides warning of impending seal issues with alarm con-
nection to Bradford’s SCADA system.

PUMP
Flygt CP3152 20 HP 460V 6” discharge
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